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Custom applique flags and banners have
dimensional lettering hand sewn onto Nyl-
Glo or other fabric. Your design is then hand
cut to the required shapes. The result is a rich
dimensional look at a fraction of the cost of
embroidery.

Applique Pricing Guide
Prices shown are for outdoor
Single/Reverse Flags finished with
Canvas Heading and Brass
Grommets. Please Submit Art for
Firm Quote.

...Durable and Stylish for
Outdoor use
Appliqued flags can also be flown outdoors.
This is not possible with Embroidered or
Fringed products. Outdoor flags are made
from 100% DuPont SolarMax nylon, the most
durable, weather resistant flag fabric in its
price range. Sizes up to 6x10’ are finished with
duck heading and brass grommets. Larger
sizes feature roped heading.

Parade Lead Banners
The smart way to step out for any marching unit. All types, sizes and materials
are available. Call us for details and pricing.

CUSTOM APPLIQUED FLAGS AND BANNERS

...For Beautiful Indoor Flags
and Banners

CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS CLASS

SIZE A* B C D E F G
Appl. Appl. Appl. Appl. Appl. Appl. Appl.

12 x 18’ $38 $72 $124 $176 $274 $410 $520
2 x 3' $64 $94 $162 $228 $360 $548 $690
3 x 5' $72 $116 $182 $254 $398 $606 $760
4 x 6' $82 $144 $202 $280 $438 $664 $830
5 x 8' $94 $182 $252 $342 $520 $774 $968
6 x 10' $140 $240 $342 $444 $690 $968 $1,208
8 x 12' $200 $332 $464 $604 $928 $1,296 $1,618
10 x 15' $210 $410 $578 $788 $1,228 $1,892 $2,434
12 x 18' $400 $680 $918 $1,174 $1,776 $2,808 $3,624

CLASS A
Simple, one color background
with letters only. 

CLASS B
Simple, one color background
and silhouette design. Up to
24 letters, block fonts.

CLASS C
One color background and 
silhouette with stitching detail.
Up to 24 letters, block fonts.

CLASS D
Two color background, multi-
colored silhouette with stitch-
ing detail. Up to 24 letters.

CLASS E
Multicolored silhouette with
stitching detail. 2 color back-
ground. Stylized letters.

CLASS F
Multicolored emblem, exten-
sive detail and lettering.

CLASS G
Multiple emblems, color and
details, extensive lettering.

Prices shown are for images produced 
from digital graphic files, vector formatted.
Other types of artwork such as black and
white composites, photographs or scanned 
e-mail artwork can be accepted with 
additional art charges. The art charges 
are billed at $75 per hour and will be deter-
mined on a per order basis.

COLUMBUS COUGARS
DENVER COLORADO

*A Class denotes flags or banners with 12 or fewer die cut letters only.


